Investigation of uniform sized multicellular spheroids raised by microwell arrays after the combined treatment of electric field and anti-cancer drug.
Nowadays, cancer disease is continuously identified as the leading cause of mortality worldwide. Cancer chemotherapeutic agents have been continuously developing to achieve high curative effectiveness and low side effects. However, solid tumors present the properties of low drug penetration and resistance of quiescent cells. Radiation therapy is concurrently given in some cases; but it induces different levels of adverse effects. In the current work, uniform sized multicellular spheroids were raised by microwell arrays to mimic the architecture of solid tumors. Investigation of the response of the spheroids was conducted after the treatment of alternating electric field. The result showed that the electric field could induce early apoptosis by disturbing cell membrane. Moreover, combined treatment of electric field and anti-cancer drug was applied to the spheroids. The electric field synergistically enhanced the treatment efficacy because the anti-cancer drug could permeate through the disrupted cell membrane. Significant improvement of late apoptosis was shown by the combined treatment. Because the electric field treatment induces limited side effect to the patient, lower dosage of anti-cancer drug may be applied to the patients for achieving curative effectiveness.